
RANGE BALLS SPECIFICATIONS
We know Range Balls need to be a balance between maximum durability and soft feel. Our 
customers seek the most value in durability for a longer amortization of this consumable but 
understand the importance of a ball that feels and performs very similar to a game ball for their 
golfer’s satisfactions. With this two concepts in mind our Replay Range Ball is produced:

Highest quality polibutadiene cores for maximum durability as well as
smooth compression for a better feel especially in long irons and drivers.

CORE

Mix of the most advanced Surlyns with a wider cover thickness for a better 
protection of the core and spin of the �nished ball, combined with a quality control 
center proof technology to avoid any miss-centered balls.

COVER

A golf ball �ight trajectory is all about the dimples… and a 352 
“Bee-Panel” dimple pattern guarantees that only the most 
modern technology has been implemented in our Replay 
Range Ball.

DIMPLE PATTERN
Our thrive for quality is constant! Every single production process 
has its own quality controls as well as double canon testing the 
durability of each core batch and �nished ball.
Apart from our internal quality control processes, we work with 
different
professional golfers of the PGA Tour to feel, test and help us 
manufacture the best value added range ball in the market.

QUALITY CONTROL

We use only ecofriendly inks that guarantee the durability of 
the print.

PRINT AND DURABILITY COATING

We use enhanced impact clear coat to assure maximum 
durability and a softer feel. 

BALL 
MODEL

COLORS CORE 
DIMENSION

WEIGHT (Gr) /
DIAMETER (mm)

FLIGHT COR CORE
TYPE

DIMPLE NUMBER / 
DIMPLE TYPE

COVER

REPLAY GOLF 
RANGE BALL (2Pcs)

Yellow/
White

1,52'' / 
38.6 mm

≤ 45,93 /
≥ 42,67

+ 200 Regular 
Flight

0,745 SurlynHighest Quality 
Polibutadene

352 / 
Bee-Panel 

Pattern

FLOATER (2Pcs)
RANGE BALL Yellow

1,52'' / 
38.6 mm

≤ 45,93 /
≥ 42,67

+ 165 Regular 
Flight

0,705 SurlynHighest Quality 
Polibutadene

352 / 
Bee-Panel 

Pattern

LIMITED FLIGHT 
RANGE BALL (2Pcs) White

1,52'' / 
38.6 mm

≤ 45,93 /
≥ 42,67

+ 165 -20% 0,636 SurlynHighest Quality 
Polibutadene

352 / 
Bee-Panel 

Pattern

BREAKING 
POINT
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